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The USSR has been aggressively marketing satellite imagery ' of the Earth
since 1987. The Soyuzlcarta trade organization is responsible for marketing
film-based products, and Glavkosmos markets other types of remotesensing imagery, including synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery~ The
Soviets' estimated share of the world market remains small-only 5 to 13
percent. Although Soviet imagery has the highest spatial resolution
available commercially (5 meters), its competitiveness in the world market
is questionable, due to its technical limitations and Soviet marketing
inexperience. The Soviets plan to make mOdest improvements in spatial
resolution and major improvements in spectral resolution of their imagery,
but, given present competition and that anticipated in the future, the
USSR may have only a short time to establish itself in the marketplace if it
is to be a major supplier of commercial satellite imagen
-The Soviets, however, are likely to remain in the world market, regardless
of the share they obtain. Budget constraints within their space program
have forced the Soviets to emphasize space missions with the potential to
generate hard currency or improve the national economy. Remote-sensing
satellites accomplish both objectives. By marketing imagery, the Soviets
generate much-needed hard currency. Imagery also holds the promise of
improving Soviet agriculture
The most competitive feature of the Soviet commercial photQiraphy is its
spatial resolution. None of the USSR's four commercial competitors--the
United States, France, Japan, and Indilt:__match the Soviets' spatial
-resolution capability
The appeal of Soviet commercial imagery is reduced, however, by several
disadvantages:
• Soyuzkarta 's film-based products lack the broader spectral sensitivity
obtainable with nonphoto2raphic systems.
'The term "ima11ery"" in this paper is used to refer to pbotOjtfaphy,~U well as other recorded
pictorial representations of electromail\etic si11nab emitted by objects. These other
representations can be produced by optical, etoctro-OPtica:t, optical mechanical, or electronic
means and do not use film as the orhzlnal detection mechanism for the imatt<
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• Limited data handlin2 and computer processin~ capabilities, software
problems, and computer incompatibility problems have impaired the
Soviets' ability to supply diiital ima,~ery that is required by Western
customers. Although GlavkosmosC.
ar.;hived diiital.remotesensing data from 1984 for sale, the Soviets have not made this historical
data available to the West.

Jas

• ]:jeither the Mir space station nor Earth resources satellites, which
/_-,
_]:arry Soyuzlcarta cameras, see the same sun angle on each
orbit. Thjs.condition is necessary to provide continuity in ~ound
covera~e patterns--an important feature for mappin2.
• Unlike the US Landsat's Thematic Mapper, Soyuzkarta·cameras do not
ima~e in the thermal infrared band, and their coverage of the nearinfrared band is more limited than that provided by Landsat's Multispectral Scanner. Thermal infrared data applications include change detections and patterns of activity.
• Soyuzkarta film is deorbited with the satellite; therefore, Soviet imagery
is not as timely as that of its competitors', which is transmitted
electronically.
• SAR data from Cosmos 1870 has been of average quality, with evidence
of handsplicing that degrades the images. Despite Soviet claims to the
contrary, digital ima2ery from the satellite has been unavailable, further
restricting its utility to Western scientists.
In addition to these inherent disadvantages[_
"")cite
other factors, such as dissemination policy, hm1lea pnotograpay 11rchives, a
poor distribution system, the failure to offer related goods and services, ~d
a rigid pricing structure, as weaknesses in the &>viet offerinJ

C.

_..__

:Jthe Soviets expect to increase their market
share by offering imagery wuo 2-meter spatial resolution, imagery with
greater spectral range and/or resolution, and digital data. The USSR
currently has space sensors collectin2 such ima2ery. For example:
• Sensors flown on Soviet Earth resources photographic satellites,med.iumresolution photographic reconnaissance satellites, photographicfgeophysical satellites, and near-real-time imaging satellites can achieve better
than 5-meter resolution.

iv

• Sensors flown on Mir. lnter~moo-22, Meteor-Priroda satellites, and
Cosmos-1870 can supply ~treater spectral ran&e or resolution. For
example. the spectral resolution of one of these sensors-a 256-channel
spectrometer flown on the Mir space station--probably is far better than
that currently marketed by Soyuzk:arta. Glavk:osmos already is marketin& radar ima~tery from Cosmos-1870.

• Glavk:osmos states that dieital data-albeit of much poorer spatial
resolution-is available f~ Meteor-Priroda and Resurs-0 satellites, as
well as Cosmos-1870
The USSR alsO intends to intro<iuce three new Earth resources space
systems--the Earth Resources Survey Sa~ellite System. an Earth resources
space station module, and the Almaz-series of Earth resources satellites.
These systems, w!lich should be launched in the early 1990s, could enhance
the Soviets' product line by providin& di&ital data, better spatial and/or
spectral resolution, and an all-weather ima&in& capability - In spite of Soviet claims that they will adhere to their interpretation of the
UN Principles on Remote Sensin~t-an interpretation that condones the
sale of ima&ery only of the customer's own territory-Soviet policy on
remote-ima&ery sales is evolvin&. Soyuzk:arta claims it will sell photQiraphy of all countries except the USSR, most Warsaw Pact countries, and a
few others. By deviatin~t from its previous position. the USSR has
broadened its potential customer baS<
We estimate that Soviet eamin~ts from satellite ima&ery sales could
increase throu&h the end of the century if world demand-particularly
from Third World countries-rises sharply. In addition, the hiatus of US
Landsat covera&e anticipated by many experts could allow the Soviets to
siphon off some US clients. However, because of technical constraints,
Moscow will be hard pressed to si&n clients who need extremely timesen~itive

ima&cry
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This paper discusses Soviet commercial remote sensini, includini what the

Soviets are marketini and how viable their product is. Excluded from the
discussion are nonimaatini Soviet remotc-sensin2 instruments and ocean
surveillance satellites used for ice mappini
-
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Soviet Commercial Space
Photo&capby: Offering
Resolution as the
Solution Introduction
In June 1987, the Soviets unexpectedly entered the
world market for commercial satellite imagery and
announced that they would sell ima~tery with a spatial
resolution as ~tood as 5 meters-the best spatial
resolution available commercially. Australia, Kuwait,
An~tola, North Korea, Vietnam, East Germany,
Syria, and Cape Verde quicldy expressed interd;t in
obtaininlt the photo~traphy, according to the Soviet
press. Soviet entry into the Earth satellite remotesensinlt 2 market required little investment because
the cameras supplyinlt the photography previously
had been developed for and flown on satellites and
space stations already in the Soviet inventory
To promote commercial sales of space photography,
the Sovi~s established a trade organiZ2~~on-Soyuz
karta--under the Council of Ministers' Main Administration for Geodesy and Cartoltfaphy. Soyuzkarta
was formed by joininlt three existinlt organizations:
• Kosmokarta-responsible for sellinlt space photoltraphs and for Soviet map production.
• Aerogeodesia-responsible for topography, geodesy,
and aerial photo~traphy.
• Geodespribor-responsible for sellinlt technology,
licenses, and equipment
Glavkosmos, the focal point for Soviet civil and
commercial space products and services, entered the
satellite remote-sensinlt ima2ery market in 1988.
Soyuzkarta sells film-based products, whereas Glavkosmos sells di~tital data, including electro-optical and
synt_hetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery (see inset).
Remote·sensln~t techniques are used for remote acquisition and
subsequent proeessin~t of information about the properties of elec·
troma~tnetic waves emitted, reflected, or JCattered by an object.
Remote-aensln& data are used In the military and civilian secton.
Governments, private or&aniz.ations, and Individuals acquire unclas.sified remote·&ensin& data for commercialfscientific/environ·
mental/land use applications. Government& also acquire ima&ery
from space to identify and monitor military and other objects or
areas or strate&lc Of tactical national ucurity concern. Such data
are usually classified, althoueh sometimes lnteii!J_ence can be
derived from unclassified remote-senslnll data

1

We believe that the Soviets entered the commercial
remote-sensing data market primarily for one reason--«..nomic opportunity. They probably expect to
gain a foothold in the market, which many people
believe has a strong growth potential because of an
ever-increasinlt number of remote-sensinlt applications. In addition, we believe that the Soviets may
view the sale of space photo~traphy as a way to earn
hard currency and to gain access to other commercial
markets within a countr) ·
The USSR also may have entered the remote-sensinlt
market to 2ain influence among lesser developed
countries that have no remote-sensing capability. The
imagery could be used to respond to non-timesensitive military intelligence tasks involving broad
area searches to detect brid~tes. roads, large ships, and
medium-to-large aircraft on the ground.' Submarine
identification, assessments of airfield serviceability,
and detection of force readiness changes, however,
cannot be made on the basis of such \ow-resolution
photography

MYiet Film-Based Imaging Systems Prorlding

Soyuzlc.arta Photography
Soyuzkarta is marketinlt photo~traphy from four
cameras-the MKF-6, Kate-140, Kate-200, and
KFA-1000 (see table 1). The MKF-6 and Kate-140
cameras are carried on multifunctional manned space
stations. Military-controlled, modified Earth
resources-photographic satellites (ERPHO-Bs) carry
the ~FA-1000 and probably the Kate-200 cameras.

No well-deli nod boundary exists between ima&ery that Ia useful
and ima11ery that Is not useful for lntdli&ence purposes. Generally,
the ireater the spatial and for spectral resolution and tbe more
timdy the receipt of the imastery. the more Its potenti11 intelliaence
application. Virtually all imaiery, no matter how old or poor in
resolution. has some intelli&en<:e value. For example., tbe construction of Ia rile missile test ran11es can be detected even on poor quality
civil utellite lma~~:ery. and, because the construction cycle of such a
facility L. measured in terms of Yel!D· old lmallery may be useful if
newer ima2ery U unavailablj -

1
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Til< Rolu tif SqyrcV:.ut« «114 Gltnhlsmos
Soyuz/carta Is a Soviet foreign trade orramzatlon
established ln 1987 to marht Soviet spa« photography. The orranJratlon Is subordinate to the Council
af Main Administration for Geodesy and Cartocraphy. SOJ!!!Zkartf:! primarily marhts film-based
product~ •

ima(cry. The French Systcmc Probatolre d'Obscrvation de Ia Terre (SPOl) satellite provides 10-meter
resolution panchromatic ~cry- The Japanese
Marine Observation Satellite (MOS) and the Indian
Rcmotc-ScnsiQil Satellite (IRS) acquire imallcry with
~~1 50- and 36-mcter resolutions, respectively.

Umitatloas of Falm-Based ~Systems
The Soviet Main Admlnlstratlonfor the Development
and Usc afSJ'(J<X Technology for the National Ecorromy and Scientific Research (Glavlrosmos} was founded In 1985 to/adlitatc International cooperation In
the Soviet space program and the commercialization
af Soviet launch services. Glavkosmos entered the
digital Imagery market In /98£. .
Soyuzkarta and G/avkosmos have compett:d for the
same customers in the past. creating tensions within
the organizations[

c. ...

J

_J;tavkosmos is prohibited from entering into
independent trade agruments to market imagery
abroad. and Soyuzkarta is the sole Soviec enciiy
authorized to sdl or distribute imagt:ry{.

In spilt: af these changes. Soyuzkarta still has primary marketing responsibility for film-based produces.
;!!!-d {llavkosmos is responsible for digital products.

AdTaat.all~ of f1Jm-B~ lm.adna: Systems
The m03t competitive feature of Soyuzlc.arta photography is its spatial resolution. Photo£rapbic systems
offer a hillh dellrcc of spatial detail and £COmetric
inte£rity and require relatively little sophistication
and expenS<.[_
Jnalysis indicates that the
resolution of f-.t·A-1000 photo£raphy is a. nominal
5 meters-as good as the Soviets claim. The other
· four commercial competitors in the market currently
cannot match this resolution. The thematic mapper
(TM) on the US Landsat provides 30-meter resolution

Soyuzb.rta film-based inlqery, however, also has
several important limitations when compared to its
diVt.al data competitors.• For example, its photographic system lacb the broader spectral sensitivity
obtainable with nonphotographic systems. (Film (Cncrally is not sensitive to wavelenjlths longer than
about I micrometer.) Because spectral band options
with film arc highly limited, it is often impossible to
accurately record the cncra rcfloctcd or emitted
from the Earth. For applications where spectral patterns arc highly informative, digital data, as opposed
to photO£raphy, are preferred
For some applications film must be digitized. which
degrades the resultinll product. Although Soyuzlc.arta
sells film, the resulting di£ital data is limited to the
information content of the filrr
The requirement to resupply and retrieve film further
limits pholO£rapbic systems. Before photography can
be exploited, film must.bc dcorbitcd from space,
transported to a processing center. developed. and
disseminated. Therefore, roccipt of imagery from
cameras providin£ Soyuz.karta photO£raphy is not as
convenient or timely as electronically down-linl;:ed .
data from Landsat, SPOT. MOS. or IRS. ·Even
durin£ crises, film from the KFA-1.000 and Kate-200
has never been retrieved before the third day of the
mission. These cameras fly on unmanned ERPHO
satellites that normally dcorbit film bud:ets at the end

·r
L
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Table 1
Cameras Currently ProTldini Soyuzkarta Photography

KFA-1000

MKF-6

KATE-200

KATE-140

20

15 to 30

60

Focallenctb (mllllmtttrs)

S to 10
1,013

125

200

140

Format (ullllmtttrs)

30 by 30

56 by 81

18 by 18

18 by 18

Coverace (lcilomtttrs)

60 by60

140 by 200

ISO by ISO

270 by 210

Advertised spatial resolution (mttus)

Scale
S terco capability

l

1:200,000

1:250,000

1:1,000,000

1:1.500,000

Yea
(60-perccnt
overlap)

Yes
(20-. 60-. or 80percent overlap)

Yes
(60-percent
overlap)

Yes
(20-, 60-, or SOpercent overlap)

ERPHO-B

Soyuz-22; Salyut
6 and 7

Probably
ERPHO-B

Salyut 4. 6. and
7; Mir

Nominal orbit (lcilometus)

250 near circular

250 near circular

320 to 350 ncar
circular

Comments

Three-camera
panchromatic array built in the
USSR; u.sca either panchromatic film or tw<r
emulsion film
(one ltTCCII band
and one ncar-infrared band)

250 to 280 for
Soyuz-22; 320 to
350 near circular
for space statioru
Array of six film
cameras in a

Array of three
film cameras
built in USSR

Metric camera;
built in USSR

Platform used

[

J

Note[_
:Jthe Sovieta are
Mdcda.uuyouK vuv<UIIrapoy trum toe Hl.k..~ camera so that It also
can be marketed. The MK-'CICIUCS the followinc opectrum re&ions:
400 to 700 nanometers, <460 to 50S nanometers, SIS to S6S
nanometen, SSO to 800 nanometen;·63S.to 690 nanometen, and
810 to 900 nanorneten. It usca either panchromatic or tw<r
emulsion film, has a 300-mm focallenath. and has a 180-by-180mm frame format. It provides 60-percent overlap stereo capability
and 5- to 8-meter resolution pbotocrapby at a sale of I - 650,000
to I -1,500,000, dependina on the orbital altitude flown. Swath
width of the area covered varies from 120 to 270 tan. also
depcndina on orbital altltud["

].

3

common mount;

made by Zeiss of
Eaot Germany

of 14- to 30-day missions. In addition, film buckets
have been deorbited a single time during the mission
of a few ERPHOs - Film from the Kate-140 and MKF-6 cameras, which
are carried on space stations, is retrieved on an even
less timely basis. Soviet Progress and Soyuz TM
(transport modified) vehicles resupply film for these
cameras when they ferry cosmonauts to space stationS. After weeks to months in orbit, film is retrieved
from these stations by returning Soyuz TM: - -

Orbital Limitatiolfs. Soyuz~Qlrta cameras operate in•
satellite orbits that are not ~advantageous for
remote sensing as are the sun-synchronous orbits of
competitors' spacecraft (see inset). The effectiveness
of cameras in optical bands is dependent on solar
illumination. The orbi!s in which Soyuzlcarta cameras
operate result in changing sun angles and elevations
for different passe
Unlike the Frpnch SPOT and US Landsat cameras,
Soyuzkarta cameras do not provide complete coverage
between the polar regions. This limitation is the result
of the cameras' inability to view off nadir, the sensors'
swath width, and orbital limitations. (SPO"L_ f()r
example, can image 27 degrees off nadir.

Sun-SynchrolfOilS Orbits
For remote sensing of the Earth in the visible range of
the spectrum, a sun-synchrollflus drcular orbit offers
many attractive features. A satelllte In sun-synchronous orbit always crosses the Equator and other
points along its ground trace at approximately the
same local sun time each day. (Orbital perturbations
cause the crossing times to vary slightly.} This orbit
ensures re~atable sun Illumination conditions within
a season-conditions desirable when mosaics of adjacent tracks of Imagery are created to compare anmu1l
changes in land cover. Sun-synchronous orbits. however, do not compensate for changing solar azimuth,
altitude, intensity, and variations in atmospheric
conditioru
.-

also can record through atmospheric obscurations
such as haze, smoke, and thin clouds

Data Handling and Digital Processing Shortcomings. Soviet remote sensors currently have limited
data handling and computer processing capabilities.
These limitations may explain why the Soviets entered the com!l'ercial market with only film-based
produc~

S~ctral

CDPuagc. The Soviets presently are market-

ing photographs that are more limited in spectral
coverage than photographs taken by the United
States. Unlike the US Landsat system, current Soyuzkarla cameras do not operate in the thermal infrared
(from 7 to 15 micrometers)(see figure 1). The Landsat
thermal infrared band is used in vegetation monitoring, soil moisture discrimination, and thermal mapping application:
Soyuzkarta cameras also are more limited in their
coverage of the near-infrared band (from 0.7 to 2 or
3 micrometers) than US Landsat sensors. Some
remote-sensing specialists believe that imagery from
0.76 to 1.05 micrometers within the near-infrared
band is essential for an Earth-sensing system. Soyuzkarla sensors only partially cover this range (0.7 to
0.9 micrometers). The near-infrared band gives a high
response to 1<rowin2 vegetation and clearly delineates
water boundaries. Cameras operatin2 in this band

Although the Soviets have less capable computers
than the United States, their computers probably can
be linked to provide a ~£ound-based processing capability required for some remote-sensing imagery. We
believe, however, that the number of computen available for such a link forces the Soviets to carefully
prioritize their use. Therefore, the commercial processio~ of remote-sensin~ imagery probably suffers
because military fintelli~ence requirements are assigned higher priority

Expansion of tiK> Soviet Product UDe
The Soviets reportedly are incrcasin~ their customer
base by selling Resurs-0 and Met-P imagery through
Glavkosmos. Although ima2ery from Resurs-0 and
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sensed in three bands between 1.2 and 2.4 micro.:
meters, and a modified MSU-SK (also flown
Met~r Priroda 1/30) sensed in the thermal infrared.

on

In addition to the MKF-6 camera,· the Soviets have
placed a variety of remoto-sensinlt instruments on
manned platforms. Our knowled!Ze of these instruments is limited, and. in many cases, we cannot jud2e
whether they are ima!ZiniZ sensors. Instruments that
most likely ima2e include:
• The FARA instrument, which flew on Salyut 4, 6,
and 7. This instrument is CfYOitenica.lly cooled
(which implies it is used to detect infrared radiation). senses in two bands, and can operate usiniZ
either of two fields of view.
• The Bul~tarian.:.desia:ned Spelr:tr-15 spectrometer-a
hand-held spectrometer used on Salyut 6 and 7 to
collect Earth resources data. The spectrometer is
sensitive to radiation in 15 spectral hands between
0.4 and 0.9 micrometer. Scannina: is performed
electronically, and the detector output is recorded
diJZitally on ma2netic tape. Its swath width is not
len own

Met-P sensors bas nowhere ncar the 5-meter spatial
resolution now marketed by Soyuzlcarta, it dOC3 have
two important advantaJZes. First, Resurs-Os and some
Met-Ps have flown in sun-synchronous orbits, which
arc more conducive to remote scnsina: than either the
Mir or ERPHO orbits. Second, Resurs-0 and Met-P
carry electro-optical sensors, so their ima2ery would
have ~treater appeal to customers prefcrriniZ to work
with non-film-based data. Furthermore, data transmitted from Resurs-0 could respond to the timesensitive needs of customers. The Soviets also could
establish a:round sites and processina: centers outside
the USSR for even more timely distributior. f
The marketina: of Resurs-0 and/or Met-P imaa:ery
would expand the spectral ran2e of Soviet remotcsen.sin~t products. Present Soyuzlcarta cameras only
sense wavelenJZths as lon2 as 0.9 micrometers; Met-P
and Rcsurs-0 ima1Zin2 sensors--wit it tho exception of
the MSU-2-ima£C up to at least I micrometer. The
Fra2ment device that flew on Meteor Priroda lf30

Second-JZeneration Okcan (Okcan-0) satellites have
carried or carry ima£iniZ sensors. These satellites,
however, primarily are used to map sea icc and,
therefore, arc not discussed further in this paper
The SMP-32, a Bul2arian-built proa:rammable spectrometer, was launched on lntcrkosmos 22 and on
Meteor-Priroda 1/31 in 1981. AccordiniZ to Soviet
claims, it operated in 32 bands, each spaced at almost
equal intervals rana:in2 from 0.45 to 0.9 micrometer.
Scannin2 could be performed at the rate of 40 channels per second; and data could be transmitted in real
time. We do not lcnow the spectrometer's spatial or
spectral resolution, and we have no indication if it bas
been carried on other satellit<;$;
The Soviets already have bc2un marlcetin2 radar
ima2:cry (sec fi2ure 2) from Cosmos-1870, a Salyutsize spacecraft that was launched in Jul~ 1987 on a

/

/
Cosmos-1870 SyntMtic Aperture R.tular
I mas:ery Characteristics

t~nd

Antennas
Number
Dimensions (meters}
Type
Beamwldth elevation (dea;rees)
Azimuth (degrees}
Look angle (degrees)
Transmitler
Wavelength (centimeters)
Peak output power (kilowatts)
Average output power (watts)
Pulse duration (microseconds}
Pulse repetition frequency
(pulses per second)
Resolution (meters)

Imagery swath width (bn)
Commercial data format

2
15 by 1.5

(each)
Slotted
waveguide
-1
0.4
30 to 60
10 (3 GHz)
250

80
0.1
3,000
20 to 30
(range and
azimuth)
20 to 30
Hardcopy
and digital

recently sia;ned an aa;reemenc L
.Jto use
Cosmos-1870 imagery for oil exploration in the
USSR
--

Fia~~n J. O>smoJ-/870 Jylllh~tlc llpUfuu radar
lmarr of Puc~t ~ounti ar<a In th~ Jtau of

WOJhln,ron

Earth remote-sensina; mission. Durina: its two years in
orbit, Cosmos-1870 primarily conducted geophysical,
cartographic, earth resources, and environmental research. Although Cosmos-1870 carried numerous sensors, includina; multispe<:tral, infrared, and visible
li!lht detectors, the Soviets indicate that they are
willing to sell imagery only from the onboard SAR
(sec inset:[_] the Soviets

Other Sodet lmagl.flll Systetm With
ComrMrcial PotentiAl

L__
_]imagery from a
256-band visible and infrared wavelength spectrometer (of unknown spatial and spectral resolution) on the
Mir space station will be for sale in the future.
Accordina: to the Soviet press, the spectrometer,
which was desil[ned by the Bull[arian Academy of
Sciences and installed on the Mir space station in
1988, will study optical characteristics of the Earth's

6

additional space systems, each with the primary purpose of acquirin~t Barth resources information. The
markctin2 of ima~~:cry from any of these systems could
~nificantly enhance the Soyuzbrta product line.

atmosphere and its pollution. If the Soviets market
this imagecy. sOyuzlcarta could attract additional
customers whose applications require an assessment of
the type. and/or condition. of features that are impOSsible to identify at lower spectral resolutions
-

One system-the Earth Resources Survey Satellite
System (SSIPR}-wiU provide electronically transthe Sovit
mitted data that probably will be of higher fidelity
mtcnd to ~rle.et 2-meter resolution una~tery. (.
_j no details conoemin~t which sensors will than the di~titized film data now available throu~th
SSlPR's main
provide this ima~tery or the orbit or platform on which Soyuzkarta
instruments will be ··nt~tb-resolutton multizonal optothe sensors are or may be placed. ERPHO-Bs,
mechanical scanners." Other information [_
MEDRESs, PHOTOGEOs, and IMSATs' are candiindicates the SSlPR system will consist of two sateldate satellites for providiD~t this imagery. All are
lites in sun-synchronous orbits. On the basis of the
operational platforms controlled by the military. Alannounced orbital parameters, each satellite will reternatively, a.
peat its ground trace about every 13 days; therefore, a
~tbe
~~:iven spot on Earth could be cover~ about once a
USSR is preparin2 a new satellite trom which lh_ey
wcclf. [_
_] SSIPR will
will a~uire 2-meter resolution imagery
down-link: aata to Eastern Europe, Cuba, MonfOlia,
and Vietnam. SSIPR probably will function in a
store-dump mode, as no present Soviet data-relay
If a currently operational satellite is used to supply
satellite or future ones filed with the IFRB can handle
commercial 2~mcter resolution ima~~:ery, we bdleve
the 8.025 to 8.4 gi~~:ahertz (GHz) frcquenc{_
·
the I MSAT is the least lilcely candidate. Although
-r.we do not blow when
IMSAT currently is the only Soviet system capable of [.
providin2 digital.ima~~:ery at this spatial resolution, the :::>::>ti'K, unacr devcloptudsincc at least the early
1980s. will be launched. Soviet statements in 1989
fact that it is the Soviets' newest military ima~~:ing
hinted
strongly that a satellite matching the SSIPR
satellite probably will preclude its commercial usc.
description
would be launched in 1992 under the
The Soviets probably believe that the release of
Resurs-0 prograrr
imagery from this system could provide insight into
the limitations of their military reconnaiSsance capaA second system is the Earth resources space station
bility.
module, which the Soviets plan to dock to their Mir
space
station in the next two to three years. If
The Soviets have flown a variety of electro-optical
marketed,
S-band radar ima~~:ery from thu platform:
imagers on their Metcor-Priroda (Met-P) satellites
• Would be in a microwave range of the clectroma~~:
and on a more recent series of satellites called
netic spectrum not presently marketed by
Resurs-0 (see tables 2 and 3). Although the Met-P
Soyuzkarta.
satellites have served as test beds for experimental
sensors, the Soviets have declared at least two of these • Could be obtained in all kinds of weather because
clouds, fog, and precipitation have little effect on
scanners operational-the low-resolution MSU-M
microwaves.
and the medium-resolution MSU-S
• Could be obt.nined at any time of the ni2ht or day
because radar sensors provide their own illumina·
tion
Futurt ~ns<>rs and Platfonru
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]Soviet
press accounts, anci [ _,
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.tndtcate
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. .tntcnd to introduce three
_j
t h at the sovtcts
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Table 1
Other SoTiet Space-Based, Re100te-Sensi111 lmAiini
Systems Y'ltla Commercial Potential •

Fraament

l

Rcsolutioo (at

IIDdlr)

80 meters;
240 meters,
and -480 moten acrocs
track and in
track, respoctively, dopcndina on
tbe waYC>lcnatb (tbc
lonaer tbe
wa velcnath.
tbi! wooe the
resolution)

MSU-1

30 meters
across track
and in track

MSU-2

3-4 meten in
track; -46 moten acrocs
track

MSU-E

28 metc:n
across track
and in track
or 68 meters
in track (5CC
rommcnt)

MSU-S

MSU-SK

MSU-M

140 meten in
track and 240
meten acrosa
track'

2-43 meten in
track and 175
meters acrou
track; alsO reported as 140
metc:n in
track and 175
meters across
track

1,700 meten
in track and
1,000 meten
across track r

l
]

Coven&e

88 lcm (in
channels 1-S)

30 lcm

46km

28 km to aa
much as 100
krnl

2,000 or
1,380 km'

600 km

3,000 or
1,930 lcm I

Data transmission
Type o( a<:n-

rnvul

Unknown

Unlcnown

Di&ital

Anal<>i

Diaital

Analoc

Opticalmechanical

Unknown

Unknown

Electrooptical

Opticalmechanical

Opticalmechanical

Optical-

Mctcor-Priroda 1/30 and
Resurs-0

Metcor-Priroda 1/18,
1/25. 1/30,
1/31, and

M ctOOf'-Priroda 1/30 and
Cosmos-1689

MctcOr-Priroda 1/18,
1/25. l/30.
1/31, and
Colmol1500-type

SO<

[
PLatform oo
which !\own

Mctcor-Prirnda 1/30

Unlcnown

Unknown

Cos~l689

mecbanical

J

~

ic satellites
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Table l (coutinoed)

Fraement

MSU-1

MSU-2

MSU-E

Orbital parameten

6SO-km nominal altitude

6SO-km nominal altitude

6SO-km
nominal altitude

6SO-Ian nominal altitude

Comments

Built b)
leis&: data
received in
n:al time
only; data collected in four
to six of the
speCtral
bands could
be transmitted simultaneously at
3.84 mecabits
perseoond

Two MSU-E
scannen operatinc simultaneously
with an overlappinc field
of view extends the
band of coverace to 80 km,
and the rc:30lution is deended to 68
meten: data
received in
real time
only; alone
with the
MSU.SK.
comprises the
the BIK-E
system

• Excludinc those with exclusively a meteoroloeical application.
• Abo reported as 0.8 micrometer.
<Abo reported u 0.7 micrometer.
• Also reported u 0.58 micrometer.
• Also reported u 0.8 micrometer.

rTbe resolution at either of the two altitudes was approximately the
same at nadir. However, the resolution near lma~~:ery edees
markedly decraded.
a The crcater eovcrqe was from a hicher orbit: the smaller
eovera&e was from a lower orbit.

Accordini to the Soviet media, the module beini
developed by the USSR and Czechoslovakia will
carry television cquipmerlt, instruments for studyini
outer space, and an X-ray telescope. The module
probably is part of, or could be, the Soviet's International space project "Priroda" (nature). According to
1987 information [
_]
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MSU-S

MSU-SK

.

Retrovade.
near-circular
orbit with
nominal 6SOkm altitude I
A rnodifieatioa of this
scanner flew
with a fifth

AIOili with
the MSU-M,
comprises the
radio televisioa complex
(RTVK)tbat
the USSR dedared operational in
1977; used for
hydroloi.Y.
shiwinc. e<>-.
edesy, and
forestry; imaces from the
MSU-S arc
pbotoerapbi·
ca lly 1"000«1ed; data can
be transmitted in real
time or .tored
and later
dumped

ciu:~nc(

J

m lOe

thermal infrared; data rcceived in real
time only:
used to sense
surfaoc pbeoomena over

water. part of
the BIK-E
system

MSU-M

..

lmaees from
the MSU-M
are pbotocrapbically
rocord<:d;

data are rocorded and
down-linked
in real time
when spaoe>craft is within
si~~:ht or
cround roocivinc station: part or
the RTVK
aystem; used
for hydroloa.
lbipptDil.- p

odesy, and
forestry

• The fint two Metcor-Priroda satellites (Metcor-Priroda I/ 18 and
1/25) were placed in near-circular. 890-km. 103-mioute orbits
inclined 81 decrees.
1 Bet:inninc with the third Metcor-Priroda (Metcor-Priroda I /28).
which wu launched in 1977, the Metoor-Priroda satellites were
placed in rctroerade. near-circular, nominal 6SO-bn. near(y sunsynchronous orbits inclined 98 dqrces with periOds ol 97 to 98
minutes.

l

)be joint projoct is to be conducted between
and 1995 with Buhzaria. Czr-choslovalcia. Poland, and East Germany.
_]the project will develop tcchno1o2ics in the
vtswle to microwave re!Zions of the spectrum for
I YYU

L

,_

:J

• Table 3
·Meteor-Prlroda Remote-Sensing Satellites

Satellite Launch
Date

Near-Circular Ocbital Altitude (Nominal) (kllo,..,Ut'l)

Metcoc 1[18
Metcoc 1/25

9 Jul74
IS May 76

890

Metcoc 1/28

29 Jun 77

890
6SO

Meteor 1[29
Metcoc 1[30

25 Jan 78

650
650

98
98

26

18 Jun 80
tOJuiSI

6SO

98

26

Meteor 1/31

Ocbital Inclination
{d~tr«S)

81
81
98

Approximate Num·
ber of Days Rcquired for One Completc Ground Trade
Cyde
2S
2S
26
26

~

remote sensing of the Earth's biosphere. Part of
project Priroda involves the placement of a variety of
sensors on a Mir module, includin~television system
and an S-band si~e-looking SA"-

UN

Principl~s

on

R~mou S~nsing

Th~ UN principlu on r~mou s~nsing state that such
activity should not b~ conduct~d in a mannu detrimental to the l~gitimat~ rights and interests a! the
A third system that the Soviets hope to use is the
sensed state_. Although the principles do not directly
Cosmos-1870 follow-on series~referred to by the
address the sal~ a! imagery to a country other than
Soviets as the Almaz series. The Sovictlo!C
J the s~nsed state, they basically reaffirm the policy
will launch a preoperational satellite in July 1990 an<f" that a state engaging in remot~ sensing need not
already have approached the French with requests for obtain prior cons~nt of states being r~motely sensed
on board sensors. The second satellite in the series will either to conduct th~ s~nsing or to disseminate the
be launched in 1993 or 1994. According to their
result~en to a third countr.

recent statements, the Soviets want to market a wide
_variety of imagery from future Almaz flights.

Future Almaz satellite![
be in 500-lcm,
72-dcgree-inclination orbits. Each satellite will carry
a SAR with a 15-mctcr resoljtion, a multichannel
microwave radiometer operating at between 6 and
37.5 GHz, and optical sensors. The satellites will
perform ~th digital data recording and processing.

the US practice of free and open data dissemination
of unclassified space imagery for peaceful purposes.
In January 1988, the Soviet newspaper Trud stated
that, to avoid breaches of military security, the USSR
would sell space photography taken only of a customer's own territory. A March 1988 Soviet broadcast
stated that, " ... the USSR supplies only pictures of
the country from where the order comes.'

Present Marketing Policy

[
'"1·L

.Jvm

[

]indicate that the USSR will
-<l.anere to the UN pnnctplcs (sec inset) on remote
sensing_ Soviet interpretation of these principles, however, is not consistent with US interpretation or with

~

]suggests that Soviet pol!,_cy is cvolv-

Jthat they would sell ima£ery of all

10

countries except the USSR. Soviet Bloc countries,
China. Cuba, NicaraiU4, and Vietnam.' Marketplace
realities. however, mi2ht force Soviet officials to
reevaluate this policy if they believe it severely limits
sale1.7
Soyu.zkarta literature indicates that its policy prohibits the sale or transfer of ima2ery to a third party
without prior· written consent of the country photoifaphcd. An unsi2ncd Soyuzkarta contract obtained
in 1987 states that photOV'&PhY of a customer's
:-country should be sold only to that customQ"',
Soyuzk.arta policy 2ovemin2 the duplication of its
ima2ery is less clear. The 1987 contract indicates that
the customer bas the ri2ht to use Soyuzk.arta ima2ery
at his own discretion. However, a Soyuzk.arta price
list effective 1 January 1988 states that. "The customer has no ri2ht to copy documents bouzht from
Soyuzkarta." More recently, the head of Soyuzkarta
said that reproduction for "in-bouse" usewas acceptable; reproduction for sale was not.

"l""M USSR's VIability u a Contender in the Market
Althou2h the Soviets have been marlcetin2 space
ima2ery for three years, their future viability as a
competitor remains questionable. Consumer response
has been minimal, despite Soviet claims to the contrary. The Soviets must overcome numerous technical
problems and improve their marketin2 skills if they
want sales to improve. The Soviets also will face
increasin2 competition in the 1990s as additional
countries enter the space ima2ery market. In spite of
thcie problems, we believe the Soviets will continue to
market their ima2ery in hopes of 2enerating muchneeded bard currency
COo:sumer RespoMe

L

·

·

Table 4
Se'feral Western Distributors
of Soriet Remote-Seasl~t~ Data

r

"\

Location

Area of
Responsibility

Australia

Finland

Soutbca.lt Asia,
Pacifie. and Middie East
Westera Europe

Brazil

Soutll Americ:a

Jape.n

Jape.n

United States

All countries in
tbe Western

Hemispbcte. ex-

L

_J

cludin~t.Nicara~tt~a. Cuba, Ar-

,entina, Peru.
and Brazil
\

unable to penetrate the North and South American
space photography markets. As of mid-December
1989. the Sovie[
]had sold only I 00 scenes
of KFA-1000 and MK.-4 photography in North
America, considerably below Soviet expectations.
Customers have been turned off by the Soviets' failure
to provide current ima~ery catalo~ucs. poor responsiveness to customer inquiries, and unannounced price
increas~.

The Soviets, boweve;., have made some inroads in the
international space imagery market. We estimate that
they have 2enerated SS-8 million in business since
mid-1987--an estimated 5 to 13 percent of the worldwide ima2ery tra~

r

l

..:J consumer response to

~VIet ima2ery has been laclduster to date [

) that the Soviets have been
]requests for lma~rery ol
the IJSS~ &houtd~to tne Soviet Academy of Sciences. We
lcnow
--;;r-no .ales of lma~rery of Soviet Bloc countrie> with the
exception of Poland. Soyuzhrt'(...
::Jis willina to selllma~rery of Po[t_nd becau..: they have perm•,.•on from that country to do

C.. ~0-

II

L

_j

Accordina: to available information, Moscow has had
three lara:e-scale orders to date:
'"Jthat the Brazilian National
institute vf~v.aced a Sl million order for
photoa:raphic coveraa:e of 100,000 square k:m of
aa:riculturalland in the Amazon hia:hlands.

r

l

L

..J-

• According to the Soviet press, China has purchased
more than 600 photos of Chinese territory and has
requested additional covera~~:c
Tbe Appeal of Soyuzk.arta Pbot01t)"aphy

For cartoa:raphic applications, 5-meter resolution imaa:ery is most valuable. As more potential customers
becor.~e aware.,of the applict :ions for 5-meter resolution imagery, however, we e~pect the demand for itand even hi~ther resolution-to increase
Another potential user of 5-meter resolution imagery
is the news media, ·which requires imagery containing
scents or objects visually recognizable by the public.
Accordin2 to a Western industry c~pert, ima~~:cry with
3- to 5-metcr resolution wou)d be requirCd for news
media purposes. Moscow's dissemination and copy·
ria:ht policies severely limit media use. If the Soviets
were to sia:nificantly shorten the turnaround time
from when raw data is acquired by the orbiting sensor
to the time imaa:ery is available to the ultimate
consumer, their product would be more attractive to
the news network
Obstacles In Moscow's Path

Despite its marketin~~: campaia:n, Moscow faces problems that probably will hamper its ability to e~pand
sales of remote-sensin~~: data, particularly to Western
customers. Some factors inhibiting sales include:
• The Soviet policy of denying dissemination of all
imagery to third parties could restrict the number of
sales, particularly when "value-added" services,
such as proccssin2. analysis, interpretation, and

integration with additional data, are performed
almost e~clusively in the West.

c_ ...

J

Soviet archives of imaa:ery arc limited and cannot
be used to quickly satisfy lara:e-scale requests. Indices of KFA-1000 and Kate-200 photQ£raphy indi·
cate that 1986 photov-aphy from those sensors is
the oldest data archived.

C:....... ...

"i
_:]Soviet space pbotQ£raphy-<id.v•te h12n rCS<Jiutivll'--Ls of poor quality.
Photos seen by potential clients have been marred
by scratches and poor proccssina:. In addition, recent
SAR data from Cosmos-1870 apparently was
spliced toa:cthcr by hand, which would (lreatly hinder high-volume production ~f commercial ima2cry.

I2

..

•t
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The Health of Moscow's Competitors
At present, Moscow competes with a small number of
remote-sensiQi suppliers (see table 5). The USSR's
main rival is France, whose SPOT system made a
splash in the industry in 1986 with its offcrin~t of 10meter· resolution imagery. In 1987, the firm SPOT
Image sold about $23 million worth of satellite imag• The time between data acquisition and customer
ery,
nearly 60 percent of the total commercial imagdeliver)' puts the Soviets at a disadvantage with
other imagery providers, bc<:ause many commercial ery trade. Industry experts attribute SPOTs success
to its ability to provide timely data in a r;3dily usable
ctUtomers demand timely delivery of data.[
form to~ throughout the world L_
_
)customers requiring timely
_)prospects for SPOT• success in the
data delivery will account for a erowing share of the
ft:.lWte~iniZ market remain good bocause of its
remote-sensiniZ market in coming years.
responsiveness to clients' needs and its extensive net• The Soyuzb.rta distribution system is not as exten- work of 2round stations sive or convenient as those for Landsat and SPOT.
SPOTs share of the world market will fluctuate in
some Soyuzhrta
distributors arc allowed to market Soyuzka.rta prod- response to chan2in~ customer demands. For example, in 1987, the media was cxploitiniZ SPOT capabiliucts only of their respective gCQiraphical regions.
ties to cover sensitive areas, such as Krasnoyarsk and
Vladivostok. However, with lbe drou~~:ht and subse• For some remote-sensing applications, non-film·
based ima~tery is preferable to film-based .P.4otogra- quent crop losses in 1988, the Landsat infrared capability to monitor crop health (which SPOT lades)
ph)[__
_
· -· ..-:.Jan
~~ed Landsat sales at the expense of SPOT sales.
increasin~tlY sophisticated user m.,. • .c:et has been
drawn to the flexibility of digital media. These
officials say 60 percent of their customers by count
and 70 percent by revenue want their data on digital How ion~~: Landsat data-now handled by the Earth
Observation Satellite Company (EOSAT}-will be
computer-compatible tapes.
able to maintain its market share is unclear. A gap in
covera&e is anticipated because of the hiatus between
• Soviet failure to offer a full complement of related
the termination of Landsat-4 and Landsat-5 and the
goods and services has dampened interest in Soviet
launch of Landsat-6, scheduled for the early 1990s.
remote-sensin& products C::.,
Neither EOSAT nor other US aerospace companies
_)Limited, in part, by inadcqu;te computer
plan to launch a civilian remote-sensiniZ instrument in
processinz, the Soviets have not entered the market
for value-added servi~ and they do not sell image- the foreseeable future with a resolution that equals or
Jalso indicate exceeds Soyuzlcarta 's resoluti01
processiniZ oquipment.L
that a customer rcquestin& a computer-compatible
Moscow may have only a short time to establish itself
tape (CCI) of data, rather than a contact print or
in the market before competition heats up. By the end
piece of film; must supply the CCT.
of this century, the list of nations with civilian
ima2in~ systems in space will at least double (see
• The Soyuzkarta pricin& structure provides few optable 5). ln March 1988, an Indian remote-sensin~~:
tions to customers C-satellite was launched by the USSR. Althou~~:h New
the cwtomer cannot choose the level of image
Delhi officials indicate ima~~:ery is collocted primarily
processiniZ desired, buy data with unrestricted copy
privilciZes, or request the option of along-track shift- for domestic purposes, some ima2ery is available for
iniZ. (AioniZ·track shifting allows the customer's
specific point of interest to be shifted to the center
of the image, eliminatin2 the need to buy two or
three adjacent scene..
the
exposure intensity falls ott from tlke~tU-to tne
ed~te of the frames of Soyuzb.rta photQiraphy (see
fiprc 3). The ima~tery, therefore, has little use if
radiometric data are needed.

C
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·.Table 5
Com~tlton ln the Remote-Sensln& Market

Type of lmadal
Syatem

eo--ace

M ultispcctral

Worldwide

Near rca.l time

80

Worldwide

Near real time

30

Multispectral
scanner

Worldwide

Near real time

20

Panchromatic
amera

Worldwide

Near real time

10

Multispectral
scanner

Worldwide

Near real time

so

In operation ainoc
1987

Multispc:cttal
.canner

Worldwide

Near real time

18

Scheduled for
first launch in
1993

Synthetic aperture radar

Worldwide

Near real time

18

Multispectral
scanner

Worldwide

Near real time

36

ln operation alnce
1988

Modified Earth Resources
Satellite

PhoiQi:r&phic

Up to 82 de&rea
latitude

Film return up to
30 days

5-30

Commercial im•eerY since 1987

Resun-0

Multispectral
scanner

Worldwide

Near real time

30

In operation slnoc
1985

Space Station

PhotQi:raphic

Up to 52 deg;rees
latitude

Film return

20-60

Commercial
Unaael')' since
1987

Synthetic aperturc radar

Worldwide

Near real time

40

Scheduled for
launch in 1994

Synthetic aperture radar

Worldwide

Ncar real time

25

Scheduled for
launch In the
early 19901

Multispectral
ocanner

Up to I 0 dellrea
latitude

Near real time

20

Scheduled for
launch In the late
1990s

Multi•pectral
scanner

Worldwide

Near real time

19

Scheduled for
launch in mid1990s

R.ao&.doa
(mden}

United States
Landsat

sca'....uer

Thennatic
mapper

lJ1 opera tloa ainoc
1972; I...udsat-4
ud -5 are work·
Inc beyoa4 their
deslp lifc:timc

France
SPOT

In operation ainoo
1986;SPOT-2
launcbcd 21 JanURI')' 1990

Jape.n
Marine Obcervation
Satellite
E.arth Resourca Satellite

India
Indian Remoto-Sensin&
Satellite
USSR

Canada
Radanat
European Space Ag;ency
~uropean

Remote Sensinr

Indonesia and the Netherlands
Tropia( Earth Resources
Satellite
China and Brazil

14

iale. Japan also sells rcmote-sensina: data from i·
Marine Observation Satellites. In the 1990s, Ja1
plans to launch the Japanese Earth Resources S
lite with a SAR and visual acannen with 18-me
resolution. In addition, Cana<Ll and the EUI"Opet
Space A£ency plan to launch SAR remote-sensi
satellites by the mld-l990s. Indonesia and the l'
erlands. as well u China and Brazil, are planni:
launch joint rcmotc-ICtlSina: satellites. Italy, Sw·
and the United KiQidom are considcrin& orbitiJ
rcmoto-sensin& satellita. ·- -

haplkatloas for the United States

We estimate that Soviet earnin&S from remote--sensin& aerviocs could increase throuath the end of the
1990s if world demand--t>ossibly fueled by new applications-rises sharply. We estimate that:
• Third World nations will account for much of future
Soviet sales.

Althouath the United States has consistently supported nondiscriminatory dissemination of rcmote-sensinat
data, the challcn&e of international competition could
pit US commercial rcmc.>to-seDJinlt companies that
want to acquire and sell hi&her resolution data a&ainst
the US State Department or US Department of
Defense. A 1984 remotc-sensin& law requires US
companies that launch rcmotc-sensina: satellites to
obtain a liocnsc from the US Commerce Department
stipulatin& that the operator qrccs to protect the
national secUrity of the United States. This law ltf'BJllJ
the Secretaries of State and Defense veto powa over
rcmotO"SCnsine license applications when national security or forci&n policy issues arc involved. Some US
companies ar&Ue that this veto power imposes ~ocs
sive restrictions on them at a time when tho rcmotcsensine business is about to boom!
' Altboa&h lhe United Slates removed Ita rutrictioo oa liccnsina:
US civilian rcmotc-lelllill& aatcllitcs that provide i.mqcry with •
rcaolution no better than 10 metcn., it did DOt rcvolce the 19&-4

tioenJln& .... -

-

• The lon~ter the hiatus in Landsat covera&e, the
ltfClltcr the opportunity for the USSR to siphon off
some US clients. Because of technical constraints,
however, Moscow will be hard pressed to si~tn clients
who !equire extremely time--sensitive ima&ery.

(REVERSE BLANK)

Rcwru Blank
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Appendix

A History of Soviet
Remote-Sensing Policies
The USSR has been concerned about military and
demandin~t prior notification and consent of the couneconomic spyin2 from outer space since the late
try to be photoeraphed to attempts to restrict the
dissemination of remote-sensin~t datt - 1950s. Early on, it denounced all reconnaissance
pro~trams as space espionaae and, hence, illeeal under
international law. DuriOfl the early 1960s, Moscow
Moscow's concept of national sovereipty had a direct
attempted to include a ban on observations from outer bearin~t on its position on intemiitioi1al dissemination
of remote-sensin~t data and was reftectcd in the
space in a UN General Assembly resolution. The
Soviets eventually dropped this demand for a ban in
. proposals it made in the UN to restrict such dissemination. The Soviets claimed that a state bas full
order to reach aereements on the 1963 UN l>fclaration of Principles Governine the Use of ,Puter Space
soverei~tDtY over the natural resources located within
its territory, that information about these resources
and the 1967 Outer Space Trea~
has a value and belon1t5 to the possessin~t state, and
Soviet opposition to satellite photoeraphy increased
that this information cannot be transferred to another
with the United States' offer to share remote-sensin&
state without permission of the possessin~t state. Mosdata with the world community in 1969. In 1970, the cow's position was that any dissemination of informaUnited States proposed to the UN General Assembly tion to third parties on Soviet natural resources could
that UN members join in studyin~t the data received
have military or economic si~tnificance, thereby viola tby remote sensine. The USSR ar(lUed that the US
in& their national sovereienty and interferin~t with
proposm would le2itimatize the photO(lraphin~t of
internal affairs. The Soviets also claimed the ri~tht to
foreien territory under the (lllise of developin& methcounter satellites conductin2 reconnaissance over
ods to detect Earth resources, malcina it easier to
their territory, which was not required for verification
carry out military reconnaissance. The Soviets deof the SALT a~treemenu
manded that no remote sensin& be undertaken with·
out prior notification to and approval by the country
The Soviets made several proposals to control the
to be ima~ted and that access to remote-sensin& data
dissemination of remotc-sensin& data. One proposal
would have 2iven Moscow veto power over release of
be controlled by international re~tulations. In 1971, a
UN committee was established to debate the le~tal
unprocessed data on the USSR comin~t directly from
implications of remote sensin~t of the Earth, with the
a satellite to third parties. Another proposal would
intention of concludin& an international a~treement.
have classified re;mote-sensin2 data as ~tlobal. re!Ponal, or local. Only 2lobal and re~tional data would be
released without consent, protectin2 data of hhzher
The Soviet position chan&ed in 1972, however, follow- resolution on the USSR. A third proposal would have
ina the launch of the first US remote-sensin& satellite, limited the dissemination of data of better than 50favorable world reaction to it, and the si&nin& of the
meter resolution without prior consent of the country
imaeed
SALT I a&reements. Moreover, the USSR began to
develop its own remote-sensin& systems. By the terms
of SAL"F I, Moscow reco~tnized the le~tality of some
As Soviet systems developed to the point that Moscow
satellite reconnaissance activities when it a~treed that could offer other nations remote-sensin~t info~tion
"each party shall use national technical means of
to develop their resources, the Soviets concluded
verification at its disposal in a manner consistent with several bilateral a2reements. In May 1978, the USSR
and Its East European allies sl2ned a remote-sensi02
the eenerally reco&nized principles of international
law." At this time, the Soviets shifted their focus from
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cooperative a~treement based on the 50-meter resolution limit for data dissemination and I'QQUirin~t prior
consent for dissemination. The constraints on dissemination of Soviet imaa:ery also applied to information
derived from the Soviets' remote-semina: data. This
information was broadly defined as the -end-product
of the analytical process" of exploititll these data and
potentially included any book or article that made
even sli&ht use of satellite ill18.iery. The Soviets
probably cXpocted ~ aifCCment to serve as a model
for international restrictions, and they put p~ure on
the West to accept a similar aifeemeiit.- The Soviets continued to lobby aa:ainst unconstrained
dissemination of remote-sensina: data in 1982 at the
Second UN Conference on Exploration and Use of
Outer Space for Peaceful Purposes. To support their
position apinst unlimited dissemination, they cited
the US transmission to Great Britain of satellite data
2athercd over the Falldand Islands durina: the 1982
conflict as an example of & sensin2 state violatina: the
soverei20 ria:hts of the tara:et state. The final conference document, however, did not reflect their position.

--

'

After failina: to 2ain UN support for limits on the
dissemination of remote-sensina: data, the Soviets
be~tan in 1983 to stress the moral obli~~:ation of states
not to release data harmful to other countries. For the
next three years, the issue of state responsibility for
remote-sensina: activities was a focus of UN debate.
The Soviets maintained that the collection and dissemination of remote-sensin~~: data from space bad to
conform with the Outer Space Treaty. This treaty

requires nations to assume international responsibility
for their activities in outer space, whether conducted
by ~tovemmental or notlftOVernmental or~tanizations.
Durina: this period, Moscow almost certainly realized
that an irreversible step bad been taken with the
launch of the French SPOT satellite, malcin~t it
impossible to develop lqal restricti2J\' on the dissemination of remote-sensinat data
In 1986, the Soviets finally suoceeded in ~tettinlt the
UN General Assembly to adopt a resolution on
-Principles Relatinat to Remote Sensitll of the
Earth From Space." These principles state that
remote-sensinat activities should not be conducted in a
manner detrimental to the lqitimate ria:hts and interests of the sensed state. Althoua:h the Soviet delea:ation was concerned that neither commercial remotesensina: activity nor dissemination of remote-sensin,
data to third parties was restricted by the principles,
they did bail the resolution as a success. As recently
~ 21 May 1988, Soviet Jkputy Foreie:n Minister
Petrovskiy stated publicly that the USSR believes
that UN General Assembly resolutions have "a special moral and political character" and that they pl.ay
an important role in sbapina: international law. In
spite of the controlled dissemination of Soviet 5-meter
resolution photo~traphy. we believe that the USSR
would point to the 1986 resolution to protest the
future dissemination of remote-sensinll data that it
found harmful. -
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